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The following agreement must be signed and returned to the Tulane Undergraduate Research Journal (the Journal) before a manuscript can be accepted for publication.

1. In consideration of publication in the Journal of the work currently titled "Habitat and Anthropogen Relationships Supporting... Season" (the "Work") and authored by Alexander Rose ("Author"), the Journal may, without cost, publish, reproduce, distribute, create derivative works from and otherwise use the Work in any form or medium, whether now known or hereafter developed for the entire duration of any such right.

2. The Author warrants and represents that all the facts contained in the Work are true and accurate, and that the Work is original and does not infringe upon any copyright, proprietary, or personal right of any third party. If the Work contains any material that is owned or controlled by a third party (for instance, images used in the article), the Author warrants and represents that he/she has obtained permission for its use and that the material is clearly acknowledged within the text.

   • Note: Please be aware that many journals require exclusive rights to research that they publish. If you plan to publish research submitted to the Journal in another journal at a later date, it is important that you are conscious of the other journal’s policy regarding exclusivity of rights.

3. Ownership of the copyright shall remain with the Author, subject to the Journal’s Use and the rights granted by an attribution, non-commercial, and share-alike Creative Commons license.

   • This broad license was developed to facilitate open access to, and free use of, original works of all types, and has been adopted by a growing group of authors and artists. Applying this standard license to your work will not only accord you ownership of the copyright, but also provide strong legal protection to you and those wishing to use your work. Thus, this license ensures your right to make your work freely and openly available.

   • For the full legal terms of the license, please visit: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/1.0/legalcode

4. The Author agrees to acknowledge at the end of the Work any help received from faculty, graduate students, or others in the course of the research and paper writing process.

5. The Author agrees to cooperate with editors in the editing process by promptly responding to e-mails and other means of contact from the editors and making a sincere and significant effort to continue improving the Work and to make it suitable for publication in the Journal.

This agreement may not be revoked without the express written consent of both parties.
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By signing this agreement the author(s) agrees to the terms specified above and vouches for the authenticity and originality of all research submitted in their paper.

Name (author #1) Alexander Rose Signature __________________________ Date 2/4/14

Name (author #2) __________________________ Signature __________________________ Date ______

Name (author #3) __________________________ Signature __________________________ Date ______

For Mentors/Faculty Sponsors

By signing this agreement, you certify that you have advised or supervised the above named student(s) in conducting original research, and that, to the best of your knowledge, the student(s) have followed the accepted standards of academic honesty and ethics. By signing you also indicate that you have read the submission and endorse its publication in the Journal.

Name Jordan Kavarian Signature __________________________ Date 2/4/14